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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES September 6, 1973.

The committee on State Administration, to whom was referred
the message from His Excellency the Governor recommending
legislation relative to reorganization and modernization of the central
administrative structure of state government by creating a Depart-
ment of Administration and Finance (House, No. 6080), report
recommending that the accompanying order (House, No. 7435)
ought to be adopted.

For the committee,

JOHN J. LONG.
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Four years ago, upon recommendation of His Excellency, the

Governor [then the Acting Governor], the General Court established a

procedure for updating and improving the organizational structure of--

and the means for managing--the executive branch of the State Government.

By St. 1969, c. 704 ("Chapter 704"), nine Executive Offices were

created directly under the Governor, each in charge of a Secretary

appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the Governor; and all State

agencies, with a few exceptions, were assigned to one or another of the

nine Offices.

Within the broad service area specified for his Office, each Secre-

tary served as the Governor's "executive officer" (spokesman-coordinator-

expediter) and, on his behalf, pre-reviewed a limited number of fiscal

decisions taken by the agencies assigned to the Office. But each Secretary'

principal responsibility under Chapter 704 was to study the operations of

the agencies within his Office and--on the basis of such study and "with a

view to effecting improvements in administrative organization, procedures

and practices, and to promoting economy, efficiency, and avoiding useless

labor and expenses in said agencies"--to prepare and recommend to the

Governor changes in the laws "relating to the organization, structure.

efficiency on administrative functions, services, procedures and practices

®{)c Commontoealtt) of jfWatfsiadjuScttfi!
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of any such . . . agencies. " [Chapter 704 §§ 3, 50.]

In short, the-scheme of the Executive Offices--sometimes referred

to as a "cabinet system"--was presented by the Governor as a direct and

expedient procedure for developing a new, improved administrative struc-

ture and mechanism for the State Government; a procedure for framing

and submitting to the General Court the statutory "reorganization plans'

contemplated by "Phase II" of Chapter 704.

In accepting the Governor's representations and recommending

enactment of Chapter 704, the Committees on Rules of the Two Branches,

acting concurrently, reported in part that:
"

. . . the objectives sought by the Bill are unassailable;
today as never before, continuing efforts to make the
State Government more responsive, efficient, and econom-
ical are imperative. And as a procedure for mobilizing
and directing such efforts, the Bill has, in our view, con-
siderable logic and merit--even if, as became clear at the
Committee's hearing, the suggestion of $lOO million in
eventual savings from the Bill is disingenuous and cannot
be supported." (1969 House No. 5432, pp. 4-5.]

At the same time, however, the report also pointedly observed
that:

"

. . . the Committee's hearing revealed unmistakably
the present unreadiness of the Executive Office for
Administration and Finance for the recommended new
administrative mechanism. For instance, no decisions
have yet been taken as to what 'inhibiting, costly and
time-consuming central controls' should be decentralized;
no 'appropriate guidelines' for any such decentralization
have been initially sketched out; and first drafts are still
to be prepared of procedures for 'carefully monitoring
the performance of the agencies to insure adherence to
these guidelines. ' Nor is any kind of blueprint now
available for action by a Secretary and his staff in seeking
to consolidate 'to the greatest extent practical' the 'staff
functions' of the existing State agencies declared to be within
his Office. " [ld., p. 5. ]

'
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And the Committees recommended that:

"$6OO, 000 be appropriated for the fiscal year beginning
July 1, 1969 to be used bv the Commissioner of Admin-
istration to design and implement improved management
procedures and systems for the day-to-day operations of
the State agencies and, as an aspect thereof, to plan that
decentralization of those procedures and systems which
will be required if the nine Executive Offices provided
by the Bill are to serve tangibly the Bill's purposes and
be workable when the Bill takes effect, " [ld. p. 6; underlining
added.]

To this appropriation, $4, 680, 150 in the aggregate was added in

Fiscal Years 1970, 1971, 1972, and 1973 for the financing of the required

"reorganization studies" and, after April 30, 1972, for the staffing of the

new Executive Offices. Moreover, over the same period, approximately

$l, 148, 000 toward the same purposes was contributed by the Federal Govern

ment. Thus, total funds for "Reorganization" preparations by the Governor

amounted to about $6,428, 150.

More specifically, to develop the bill which is the subject of this

report (hereinafter sometimes referred to as "H. 6080"), 1973 House

No. 7254 [formerly 1973 House No. 6170] which is currently before the

House Committee on Ways and Means (and hereinafter sometimes referred

to as "H. 7254") and the other "Reorganization" proposals referred to

other committees, the Governor and his several Secretaries have had four

years of "lead time" and more than $6.4 million for expert assistance

B. Analysis.

What has the Governor accomplished by the expenditure of such

$6. 4 million over the four years since August 14, 1969, when Chapter

704 became law?
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Our candid answer--reluclantly given and necessarily limited to

our examination and evaluation of H. 6080 and that part of H. 7254 which.

although not before this committee, is pertinent--must be; "Much less

than we and all other citizens of the Commonweaiti had reason to hope

, T and expect. '

Why must we so conclude?

Because H. 6080 and H. 7 254 in their present form are, in our

opinion, unfinished and improvident in that they would dismantle major

components of the Commonwealth's State Finance Law (G. L. c. 7, passim;

G. L. c. 29, c. 30) without substituting for it an organizational structure

and a mechanism for program planning, management service, and fiscal

control specific enough in detail to reveal how the substitute would operate

in practice; how it would assure the rule of law rather than the caprice

however unwitting--of a single bureaucrat; and how it would protect the

Commonwealth's taxpayers against the hazard of an anrual accumulation

of unperceived and unanticipated expenditures and commitments.

As Secretary of Administration William 1. Cowin indicated in his

testimonybefore us on June 25, 1973, H. 6080 and H. 7254 are intended

to be the marrow and sinews of the proposed new, improved administrative

structure and mechanism for the executive branch of the State Government.

They are such because they deal with the organization and operation

of the Executive Office of Administration and Finance ("A & F"), the "um-

brella agency" which furnishes the other State agencies with "central conic

and service . . . for fiscal, personnel, administrative, and management

functions . .

(Testimony of Secretary Cowin.] H. 6080 would provide
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a new structure by realigning the existing A & F organization; H. 7254

would provide a new mechanism by sweepingly decentralizing A & F's

present statutory fiscal control responsibilities.

Both bills, in our view, contain much of merit and point in

promising directions. Yet decisive details of each are so sketchy and 1
uncertain that we cannot responsibily recommend passage of H. 6080 in

its present form or recommend to the House Committee on Ways and Means

that it recommend passage of H. 7254 in its present form.

Here are some examples of problems encountered by us in

analyzing the bills;

As to H. 6080:

1. What in practice would be the role of the Budget Bureau in

the restructured A & F? Clearly, the proposal suggests a substantially

diminished role--and would that be prudent and desirable? Over the years,

the Budget Bureau has been at the heart of A & F operations, has been

ably directed and staffed, has been the focal point of legislative-executive

communication about fiscal affairs, and has itself seldom, if ever, been

the cause of "administrative bottle necks.

2. How in practice would the budget-making functions of the pro-

posed Office of Personnel Administration be related to the overall budget-

making process?

3. The legal relationships between the proposed Personnel Admims

trator and the Civil Service Commission require further elaboration, refine-

ment, and specification.
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4, Should the proposed Personnel Administrator--in effect an

appointee of the Governor serving at the Governor's pleasure--have

responsibility for establishing municipal civil service classification

plans, approving specifications and qualifications for positions under such

plans, and otherwise administering the Civil Service Law in municipalities?

5. In discharging its duty independently to write specifications

and to evaluate and decide between contract proposals, would the Group

Insurance Commission in practice be wholly dependent on the staff of the

Office of Personnel Administration?

6. What evidence exists to justify transfer of the quasi-judicial

functions of the State Tax Commission to the proposed State Revenue

Administrator? In 1953 the Commission was established to perform such

functions solely because up to that time they had been performed by a single

officer who had become "arbitrary, inconsistent, and personal in his

determinations." [1953 House No. 2828, p. 11.]

As to H. 7254:

1. In effect, this bill would authorize the Secretary of Adminis

tration, by regulations which he would issue and could amend from time

to time, to rewrite major portions of the State Finance Law as it now

exists. In a number of instances, such rule-making power in the Secretary

is plainly desirable--as the General Court has already recognized in some

of the "outside" sections of its General Appropriation Acts--but in other

cases the proposal raises crucial questions as to the best mechanism for
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(a) assuring fiscal responsibility within the executive branch of the State

Government and simultaneously (b) promoting the operational efficiency

of the agencies subject to the fiscal controls.

Specifically, it appears--though it is by no means plain (which

illustrates our problem in reviewing the proposed legislation)--that

H. 7254 (a) would direct or permit promulgation of such regulations by

the Secretary of Administration (or, under G. L. c. 31, by the Personnel

Administrator), and then (b) would delegate to every Secretary (§9, pro-

posing a new §65 in G. L. c. 29] discretion to apply such regulations in

thorizing various actions by agencies within his Executive Office. Among

le actions which could be authorized under such delegation would be;

i. Hiring of consultants;

ii. Making provisional appointments and promotions;

iii. Establishing salaries for purposes of recruitment;

iv. Transferring employees;

v. Payment of overtime compensation;

vi. Transfers between Subsidiary Accounts

vii. Purchase and maintenance of equipment (excluding
motor vehicles and data processing and reproduc-
tion equipment): and

viii. Authorizing out-of-state travel.

2. From Secretary Cowin's submissions to us and his testimony

before us, we have no glimmering as to what such regulations might

contain--and thus as to what standards the Secretaries might be held to

in exercising their delegated discretion.
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Indeed, even today-four years after Chapter 704 became law--

the Governor appears to have no "appropriate guidelines" for his pro-

posed decentralization, and no draft of specific procedures for "care-

fully monitoring the performance of the agencies to insure adherence to

those guidelines. '

Practically speaking, H. 7254 in its present form proposes that

we abolish our existing fiscal control mechanism and give the Governor

and Secretary Cowin an open-ended commission to design and install a

new one--without (a) advice from the senior civil servants who are aware

of both the strengths and weaknesses of the present mechanism, (b) with-

out field testing, and (c) without notice to or consultation with Members of

the General Court who must raise and appropriate the funds to be controlled

by the proposed new mechanism.

3. Another important--and, to us, puzzling--feature of the decen-

tralization scheme set forth in H. 7254 is the provision for revocation by

the Secretary of Administration of the authority which the bill would delegate

to the other Secretaries. [§9, second Paragraph. ]

Why should so many conditions constrain action by the Secretary of

Administration? The offending Secretary (or his delegate) must be given

a hearing and be found "repeatedly . . . without justification" to have

violated the regulations, and the order of revocation must be precisely

} framed as to its "scope" and "duration. 1
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Does such a provision engender confidence that the new decen-

tralization mechanism would encourage the running of a "tight ship"?

C. Conclusion

We find in H. 6080 and that part of H. 7254 which is pertinent much

which we can support in principle, but we cannot responsibly recommend

passage of the bills in their present form. Instead we recommend that

H. 6080 and so much of H. 7254 as the House Committee on Ways and

Means decides is necessary be referred to this Committee for study during

the recess of the General Court.

Should such recommendation be adopted, we would invite further

information and documentation from the Governor and Secretary Cowin,

including particularly drafts of the regulations which would specify the

guidelines and procedures to be observed by the other Secretaries in

exercising the authority to be delegated to them by the proposed new

G. L. c. 29, § 65; and we would undertake to work energetically in pre-

paring legislation based on H. 6080 and H. 7254 which we could report

and recommend to the 1974 Session of the General Court,
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2 hereby authorized to sit during the recess of the General Court
*3 for the purpose of making an investigation and study of the
4 subject matter of current House document numbered 6080,
5 being a message from His Excellency the Governor recommend-
-6 ing legislation relative to the reorganization and modernization of
7 the central administrative structure of state government by
8 creating a Department of Administration and Finance.
9 Said Committee shall be provided with quarters in the State

10 House or in. the proximity thereof, may hold hearings in the
11 State House or elsewhere, may travel within the Commonwealth
12 and may obtain the services of experts and other personnel
13 whether employees of the Commonwealth or not and may
14 expend such sums as are or may be appropriated therefor.
15 Said Committee may report from time to time, the results of
16 its investigation and study, and its recommendations, if any,
17 together with drafts of legislation necessary to carry its recom-
-18 mendation into effect, and shall report to the General Court such
19 recommendations or drafts of legislation with the Clerk of House
20 of Representatives on or before the last Wednesday of December
21 in the current year.

*

1 Ordered, That the joint committee on State Administration is

Appendix A.
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